
FIVE designer 
tips on what 
you should 

wear to 
elongate your 

legs!



TIP ONE
What to wear to elongate your legs..

Who doesn't want legs that look like they go on forever? 
Discover what you should be wearing to visually elongate 
your legs giving you a fabulous silhouette!
 
 SHOES-
Pointed shoes add 1-2 inches to your length, extending your 
leg line out to the tips of your toes.
No straps at all on the ankle, so the skin length just keeps 
going and going. If you have to wear a strap make it super 
thin so it doesn't visually shorten you. Or wear tights that 
match your shoe colour. If trying to elongate a particular 
look, I do recommend no strap.
Just think skin with no distractions!
Nude coloured shoes on bare skin look amazing, giving the 
illusion of super long legs.
When wearing pants, always match the colour of you shoes 
to them. Again think-extension of those gorgeous pins!.



TIP TWO
What to wear to elongate your legs..

 TOPS-
If you partly tuck in the front of your top/shirt or fully 
tuck it in, this creates an illusion of longer legs. 
Front ties work well, if you tie your longer shirt or top 
into a side, (more flattering) knot it draws the eye up to 
the top of your waistband, which in turn visually throws 
a longer silhouette.
Adding another layer if done correctly, can elongate 
those legs something fabulous. Layer your outfit with a 
full length coat, a waterfall cardigan or even a longer 
style vest. 
Just think long layers when trying to achieve an 
elongated look, and it can work wonders. 
Personally, I love the trench coats and always have, 
they are super classy and would look great as a 
lengthening leg layer, all while looking sophisticated!.
 
 
 
 
 



TIP THREE
What to wear to elongate your legs..

  PRINTS AND COLOURS-
Monochromatic outfits are a goldmine, taking a shorter 
frame to create a gorgeous long silhouette. A must try!
When wearing print, opt for small prints, they are more 
flattering, large prints can at times overwhelm a frame.
Think of creating a continuous column of colour, this will 
help you visually bring an outfit together.
If you are a stripe lover (like me) wear vertical stripes, as of 
course the long lines create the illusion of a longer body.
The vertical lines draw the eye to look over the length of the 
body, which delivers the elongating effect.
When wearing skirts and dresses, the maxi style is great, it 
visually creates a continuous vertical line. A column of print 
and colour is what you are trying to achieve.
 



TIP FOUR
What to wear to elongate your legs..

CROPPING/FULL-
When trying to create an illusion of length and 
elongatIng the legs which we are, you need to focus on 
either cropping to go shorter ,or longer to extend. Both 
work, they are just different looks.
Shorter skirts create space around the leg and draw the 
eye to what is above. Full length skirts and dresses bring 
attention to the top and bottom, confusing the eye, 
throwing the illusion of a long body line.
Cropping/tucking in is great. For the upper half think 
cropped tops, ,jackets, sweaters. Bringing focus to the 
top, making the legs look elongated, just what we want!
Wearing the cropped look with the pants/jeans and 
skirts looks fabulous.
As mentioned earlier, you can also wear a full length coat 
and long cardigan with an outfit to create the same 
visual.



TIP FIVE
What to wear to elongate your legs..

PANTS/JEANS-
To take your legs to new amazing lengths, choose to wear 
high-waisted bottoms.
For your pants, jeans, skirts and dresses this is the way to 
go. The rise beautifully elongates your legs, creating a 
long leg line and silhouette.
If you add the previously advised shoe tips to this look, 
you will have all eyes on you!
 
For a sophisticated new and ultra "leggy" outfit look, wear 
your high-waisted jeans or pants with a gorgeous colour 
shirt tucked in. Remember to have your shoe colour 
matching the jeans/pants colour you are wearing.
Add a cropped blazer or duster coat if you are in a cooler 
season, and wow, wow, WOW!
 



So there you go, the five insider, designer tips on making 
your legs look like they go on forever!
Do remember and as I always say, consider what you 
should also be wearing for your body shape and do your 
best to work in with that while you are trying to achieve 
elongating your fabulous legs. Some body shapes 
naturally have the longer legs while others will have to 
work a little harder to achieve it. 
Get creative with what you already have learnt about your 
body shape with my book. Be confident because you have 
so got this!:)
 
Christina x
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